NEWS ALERT
SlabStitchTM Announces New Product Features for Crack Repair
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Deerfield Beach, Florida – The SlabStitch Concrete Repair System has greatly enhanced its
popular concrete repair product called SlabStitchTM ST12 Mechanical Stitches to permanently stitch
cracks and fractures that develop in reinforced concrete structures, such as swimming pools, slabs
and decks.
Swimming pool professionals searching for new products and techniques are choosing the
SlabStitch to repair cracks prior to resurfacing Pools, Decks and Patios. In the past, contractors often
glued metal “U” clips, staples, and pins around cracks that formed in concrete slabs. Often times this
process was not successful and fractures reappeared. More and more contractors are choosing the
SlabStitch to repair concrete because it provides the optimal combination of strength, installation
time, and cost.
The new and improved mechanical stitches offer many new benefits that help to make the
installation process that much easier and effective.
NEW PRODUCT FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
 Larger 5/8” anchor and wedge design allows for positive holding values in concrete pool wall,
floor, and deck materials.
 More Robust Anchor and Wedge Designed for Easier Installation
 Improved Performance for Heavy Duty Fastening
 Simplified Installation Process
 15 year Warranty
TESTIMONIALS:
I bought a box of mechanical stitches to repair a cracked pool. The instructions were easy to follow
and they tightened down nicely. They couldn’t have been easier to install. I won’t hesitate to
recommend them and will definitely use them on my next pool and spa repair. The (ST12 Anchor
Stitch) product is a big improvement over stapling.
Dan Ellis, Swain Pools & Spas / Tallahassee, FL

"I bought two boxes of 10 anchor stitches, installed them, and then went back for three more boxes. I
put in 50 SlabStitch stitches on that job and it was a simple process. Since then I installed 30 anchor
stitches on another job. Great Product…Met the Rep while at the Distributor and got a glimpse of
some new product features, very impressive."
Mike LaChance, Pool -X-Perts, Inc. / Deerfield Beach, FL

"The SlabStitch product is easy to use. The installation went smooth and I will use them again. In fact,
I am recommending them to the builders I know that repair pool cracks."
Jim Walker, Pool Emporium / Neptune Corp of the Treasure Coast

"The SlabStitch Anchor Stitches are highly recommended as the best solution to restrain future
movement in slabs."
Shannon Kissane, President Pool and Spa Designs, Inc., Licensed Aquatic Engineering Consultant

For more please visit http://SlabStitch.com

